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Technical Note
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a b s t r a c t

The presented work is included in the research theme that specifies some means of capitalization and
exploitation of knowledge from experience feedback processes in the context of industrial maintenance
management. Our research on it is a more precise definition of the proposed project, built with a problem
asking how to handle the management of repair packages. Upstream, the knowledge of various experts
are materialized in the form of expert reports. Downstream maintenance wants to quickly repair products
based on symptoms or change parts in advance. For this, we propose a methodology by analysing the
feedback to improve the response time for maintenance services. This is implemented in the context of
a manufacturing traction motors for the railway industry.

1. Introduction

The industrial maintenance services and their associated logistic
organizations attach great importance to the work of the expe
rience feedback processes to further enhance the schemes and
frameworks in the future in order to keep meeting user require
ments and to ensure that service levels improve continuously [1].
The timing of the events, which appear to be very similar, is a strong
incentive for seeking common causes and carefully scrutinizing the
experience feedback that can generate interesting lessons learnt
with significant generated knowledge in the context of indus
trial maintenance. Capitalize these maintenance knowledge and
promote the sharing of expert knowledge promotes some cross
viewpoints to improve collaborative decision making [2]. The cor
responding continuous improvement process depends on basic
understanding, learning from experience, working together and
training [3–5]. The functional analysis and the produced informa
tion with the gained experienced knowledge are important for
some developments leading to the legitimization and trivialization
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of a type of traceability system that is reliable, robust and compre
hensive [6–8].

Experience feedback management will better exploit empiri
cal knowledge to anticipate repairs by directly applying packages,
which will create a real time saver and therefore money for the
company [9]. It must be kept in mind that in some markets, the
time is more important than the cost of creating and repair pack
ages can avoid having to make estimates and can enable a company
to meet the needs of customers.

Currently, repair packages for maintenance are calculated stati
cally, that is to say that at a time, the analysis is performed without
the resume thereafter. The idea of this study is to make it easy to
recalculate these packages (dynamic approach). One can very well
imagine that we started working with components whose reliabil
ity is not optimal. These components are then included in the repair
packages until you decide to change providers that optimize reli
ability. These components remain in the packages although they
are now more reliable.

The paper is structured as followed. Section 2 exposes a situa
tional analysis performed prior to the formulation of our proposal.
Section 3 presents the methodology adopted for experience feed
back reuse applied to industrial maintenance management. Section
4 presents an illustrative case study with the suggested technical



solution. Finally, Section 5 discusses the work we have done to
criticize the solutions and related future challenges.

2. Maintenance activities in the target railway industry: a

situational analysis

2.1. Definition of requirements

This analysis allowed us to identify what are the possible entries
into the study environment and what has to be created with the
assumptions that arise as proposed answer to the question of
starting data. Upstream, the knowledge of various experts is mate
rialized in the form of expert reports. Downstream maintenance
wants to quickly repair products based on symptoms or change
parts in advance. The feedback will create packages that will be
used by maintenance services; we consider that these packages do
improve the quality of maintenance actors by making them more
reactive in order to meet their customers’ demands.

Most vividly, we can now reformulate the subject as follows:
“Analysis of feedback to improve the response time for mainte
nance services.”

Table 1 presents some of the questions asked at the beginning
of this research work and gives the startingpoint for the reflec
tions in this document. The adopted approach is related to the
issue of “Analysis of feedback to improve the response time for
maintenance services”.

To answer this issue, we need a tool to integrate experience feed
back processes from various experts and conflict management to
create maintenance packages. This experience feedback will be an
interface between experts formalizing their knowledge and main
tenance service that will set packages:

• Main function service:
◦ FP1: Capitalizing on experienced knowledge of the mainte

nance service to be more responsive to the needs.
• Secondary function service:
◦ FS11: Recording experience feedback information from

experts.
◦ FS12: To provide rapid and effective assistance in repair pack

ages for commercial teams of the maintenance service.
• Function constraints:
◦ FC13: The experience feedback processes must be correctly

executed to reduce the risk of losing valuable information from
previous failure cases.

◦ FC14: The conception of maintenance packages must be
reviewed, updated or appropriately adjusted when necessary.

◦ FC15: Protect the recorded data in order to guarantee their
integrity, nature and sources.

Fig. 1 describes a diagram of interactions that provides a high
level representation of some interactions between the intelligence
analysis program and other components (Experts, Maintenance
Service, Experience Feedback and Packages). The diagram of

Table 1

Analysis of feedback to improve the response time for maintenance services.

Objective: improving quality and responsiveness of maintenance service

Who for? Maintenance services of railway industries
When? At each requests to the maintenance service
Where? Maintenance services for traction systems
What? Service quality improvements
How? Experience feedback analysis and packages

creation
Why? Improving maintenanceprocessing while

increasing customer satisfaction with revenue
enhancement and inventory control

Intelli gence 

analysis 

program

Experts

Experience 

Feedback

Packages

Maintenance 

Service

Fig. 1. The diagram of interactions.

interactions can help to understand the different relationships
(information flows and knowledge sharing) between a given group
of actors and other stakeholders.

As a first step, one has to start by examining the principle of cre
ating packages with various mechanisms. Therefore we will focus
in this task which constitutes the means of implementation of the
essential dimensions of clarity, feasibility and relevance of the sci
entific process and the construction of the work that the original
question suggests. The search for solutions is carried out in an open
and transparent manner meaning that the problemsolving system
may exhibit many different responses provided regarding the ori
entations to be fostered for the maintenance. An initial question
still addresses existing propositions with statements that bridge
“the best of what is or has been” and investigations about “what
might be”. Following the definition of the conceptual elements of
the revised framework for the maintenance service, we define the
scope of proposed approach, create a processing plan, identify con
straints, associated rules and project management requirements,
and establish problem solving reasoning and mechanisms require
ments.

2.2. Maintainability assessment in industrial devices

The knowledge exploitation in industrial settings can be guided
by the maintainability indicators and maintenance levels descrip
tion. The information from analysis phase can be a guide to
knowledge exploitation and case management regarding maintain
ability requirements. In addition, they also define their relationship
with the relevant attributes for continuous improvement. For
example, the attributes of device maintainability may be presented
as its design quality, specific industrial environment and of logistics
support [10]:

• Attributes related to the device design: Simplicity, Identification,
Modularity, Tribology, Standardization, Failure watch, Accessibil
ity and Assembly/disassembly.

• Attributes related to the maintenance staff and work conditions:
Ergonomics, Training and Environment.

• Attributes related to the necessity of logistics support: Rela
tion with the manufacturer, Personnel organization, Spare parts,



Fig. 2. The structural representation of the maintenance process.

Maintenance tools and equipments, Interdepartmental coordina
tion and Documentation.

This overview provides a general description of maintainability
attributes used as guidance for the purposes of knowledge exploita
tion of the contained use maintenance activities. However, every
case study should provide specific details about the implementa
tion and suitable evaluation into a concrete scenario.

Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the maintenance activity that has
some inputs (work orders), controls (competences and resources),
supports (reference documents), and outputs (traceability). So, the
deployment of a maintenance activity shall contain direct observa
tion of the specific maintained equipment as well as investigation
of the technical documentation and procedures.

The engineering department of railway industry operates vari
ous reports, documents and traceability indicators from experience
feedback to improve the overall maintenance process related to
traction systems testing and production. The experience feedback
process can point out to the logistics support services the infor
mation and activity indicators. Therefore it is essential to provide
the experienced knowledge for the improvements of maintenance
activities with indicators of replacement components and sepa
rate technical units that are associated to regular practices [11].
In the experience feedback process, we shall not attempt to sur
vey all such practices comprehensively, but instead draw attention
to the characteristics of some of the main association rules of
maintenance activity. These rules are useful to start a review of
possible indicators concerning the maintenance activity and work
conditions of maintenance groups in the context of continuous
improvement projects that are about to identify and analyses the
main effectiveness problems.

The work orders are followed using the Maintenance Tasks Lists.
A job card is provided to assist technicians in identifying the essen
tial actions to take to complete the required task. Therefore they
also include elements concerning the Test Instrumentation and the
Control & Monitoring System (CMS). The specification of domain
ontology (development of concepts and relations hierarchies with
constraints and axioms) can be exploited to provide semantic sup
port in a variety of maintenance processes [12]. The hierarchical
descriptions of maintenance tasks (see Fig. 3) can be used for
automatic generation of semantic tagbased resource profiles [13].
The Fig. 3 presents the hierarchical description of some mainte
nance tasks. The job card relevant to the maintenance is issued

by a staff member and this can contain subconcepts (Inspection,
Movement...) enabling the conceptualization of the different pos
sible actions. Their implementation should be done in accordance
with the available rules and constraints of railways maintenance
procedures.

3. Presentation of the proposed approach for specification

of maintenance packages

3.1. Generation of useful information from experience feedback
processes

Maintenance areas should pool their experience of maintenance
activities so that they do not make the same mistakes. The knowl
edge generated by experience feedback (EF) processes can help the
maintenance actors to better understand and handle the problems
they are facing in their daytoday lives [14]. Fig. 4 highlights the
operating principle for specification of maintenance packages from
useful information generated by experience feedback processes.
The characterization of maintenance packages requires achieve
ment of four main activities encompassing failure modes analysis,
design of new products, cost analysis and packages development.

The operating principle of experience feedback for maintenance
includes four main steps:

• Reliability analysis: Step required when one wants to make a
repair plan. The reliability analysis is a useful tool for identify
ing the most significant failures with the evolution trend of the
different parameters influencing these failures. We calculate the
price of the package founded on previous repairs based on the EF.

• Failure modes analysis: When certain products fail, it may be nec
essary to change some of their components to prevent a repetition
of such a failure. Based on these failure modes, one can compose
different packages by performing an analysis of failure modes.

• Design of new products: To avoid repeating the failure modes anal
ysis, several times (or at least on some products), we create a
database to save time and get information about possible failures
of new products that is created.

• Cost analysis and packages development: Once the composition of
the packages made, it is necessary to calculate the package costs
for determining executive charges that are billed to clients.

When a failure occurs, experts formalize their comments on a
document containing all the information carried in the expertise
including dates of investigation and serial numbers when you can
have them. Packages of the repairs are calculated on the basis of
possible solutions that can be achieved by combining the differ
ent types of information from EF. Before going any further, let us
indicate key points of the used EF processes that has been drafted
and implemented in the target industrial setting. Therefore we
will focus our study on the different possible ways to determine
an effective method of creating packages. This study will evalu
ate the function of the current system and identify and evaluate

Fig. 3. The hierarchical description of some maintenance tasks.
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Fig. 4. Operating principle of experience feedback for maintenance services.

alternative treatment methods in concert with possible upstream
improvements.

In order to organize some numerical reasoning [15], the indus
trial maintenance framework draws its knowledge from the wealth
of information available from experts, customers, practical research
and published documentation on system performance and fail
ure modes. They concern in particular the various dates related
to products (commissioning, all failures with the places at which
such failures were made and recommissioning). The maintenance
journal records furnish details for the extent of the work per
formed and the components exchanged and installed. The analysis
requires the description of significant assumptions with root causes
investigation and the potential use of external expertise. A lower
ing of corrective maintenance, and therefore an improvement in
industrial performance, is achieved through experience feedback
and reliabilityoriented maintenance; unplanned downtimes are
reduced [16]. Some guidelines can be used for planning a reliability
growth test with an applicable model (e.g. Duane model) and the
contribution of expertise enabling us to identify failure modes, and
validate facts that help us direct the focus of the investigation [17].
The objective is to find failures during test and learn from those
failures by improving the conditions for the functioning of stud
ied systems or redesigning to eliminate them. Another analysis can
be conducted to identify and describe potential failure modes for
assessment and inclusion in a surveillance program. The analysis
and interpretation of the results are frequently determined using
the Weibull method. Further actions can be made to define the key
parameters of surveillance to support the maintenance operations,
building on the identified modes of failure. To avoid any rupture in
its logistical chain which may lead to a stoppage of the services and
resources availability, it is up to the maintenance management to
assess the appropriateness of the constitution by it of a pertinent
safety stock. This requires an indepth investigations and a detailed
risk assessment to identify the manner by which a system may fail
to operate correctly, predict the potential consequences of such
a failure, and establish specific engineering measures (e.g. using
a Poisson distribution) to mitigate the consequences to tolerable
levels [18]. Establishing a baseline of experienced knowledge at a
maintenance level is essential in order to implement the collabora
tion, as appropriate, in exchanging timely and accurate information
concerning the problem solving and its prevention [19]. Mainte
nance management services benefit from more efficient, timely,
and accurate collection, interpretation, and analysis of information
with corresponding benefits of a shortened investigation process
and more timely communication of reliability deficiencies and
problem solving reports to stakeholders and the logistics.

3.2. Determination of maintenance packages with excel sorting
and pivot tables

As presented in the introduction, the calculation of repair pack
ages is done within the framework of experience feedback into a

maintenance service in the context of their activities. For each con
text we count the number of components that have been changed
and the percentage of each component are calculated relative to
the total. Then, we define a rule like:

If =
% studied part

Total dismantled parts
> 10%

Then include the component in the package

To determine the number of components to include, we can take
into account the symmetries of the product and the price of parts
(maintenance services should make every effort not to charge for
costs for assistance requested in the framework of safety investiga
tions) [20]. It should be understood that the information discovery
in databases with experience feedback is done by technicians or
engineers and it takes time and therefore money. For companies
with many different references, this time may be nonnegligible
and requires continuous improvement developments.

The experienced knowledge provided by the domain experts
is directly used. This would solve the problem mentioned above,
which means thereby avoiding a payment for additional services
using information extraction techniques for distributed database
containing multiple EF files. So we add a constraint to have a unique
EF file. All information about the components are listed in dedicated
computer software, we need to verify the accuracy of the informa
tion provided in this software. The verification process revealed
inconsistencies in the available information, including possible
variation between the multiple codifications of products from var
ious manufacturing sites. Hence, some efforts have been made to
review contents ensuring the quality and accuracy of the data and
information enclosed in this software. Also, the uniqueness of the
EF folder has other advantages: for example, you are sure to remem
ber the information as the single file contains the entire database,
whereas previously it was possible to forget EF files especially when
the company has a lot of repair sites. We also note the time savings
as the person responsible for calculating the contents of packages
contains should have contacted all the sites to get the information.

The advantage of this system is that you can create tables from
an EF database. We have not managed to change the main disad
vantage of this system tables to use it. Indeed, it was necessary that
the database has a finite size for the system synthesizes monitoring
data. But the idea was to create a pivot table from the EF folder, by
providing input into content of the folder and ongoing feedback as
the folder evolves. Note that there is no empty line within the table;
otherwise, an error message appears when saving the data.

We have examined different possible schemes with an open
mind, particularly those aimed at facilitating the adoption, includ
ing the idea of an intermediary solution. The pivot tables can be an
alternative solution or a least an intermediary solution that can link
together the existing operational levels, the expert supports and the
assessments with state vectors. In this connection, an intermedi
ate solution can enable the maintenance service to continue their
business activities and to take the time needed to implement the



Fig. 5. Functioning of the Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm.

selected solution in the most ergonomic and most intuitive manner
possible.

3.3. Determination of maintenance packages with a clustering
principle using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

The idea is to use state vectors defined by the order of the
components disposed of in accordance with the nomenclature of
the products concerned. A cluster is a vector comprising a vec
tor in each component. We could then divide the different state
vectors according to a criterion in clusters and thus form the
repair packages. Different clusters represent different classes of
repair packages. Clusters contain vectors that are the various cases
included in the package. The components of the vectors give some
information about the number of failed component of each type
represented directly in their corresponding box with associated
index.

Fig. 5 describes the functioning of the Hierarchical Clustering
Algorithm that uses an iterative procedure to split/merge a consid
ered data set into a set of clusters [21]. In fact, the algorithm begins
with a number of clusters corresponding to the number of vectors. If
two clusters are similar (according to some specified criteria) then

they are grouped to form a merged cluster. The procedure again
carries on until a stable cluster configuration (there are no more
similar vectors) is reached at or all vectors are merged into a single
cluster.

Example: (2, 0, 0, 4)

This vector provides the following information:

 The product has four kinds of components.
 The condition of the product where we can see that there are two

failed components of the first type and four failed components of
the fourth type.

Since, we do not get conclusive results with previous methods;
we decided to create our own decision algorithm to integrate com
ponents in a package of repair. For this, we have initially kept the
idea of state vectors, which we subsequently amended, for the pur
poses of the algorithm. We have thus asked ourselves the following
question:

“How can we differentiate similar vectors states as regards oth
ers?”

For this, we used the properties of the scalar product that is valid
in a vector space Rn equipped with the canonical scalar product.
The property of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality states that for any
vector x and y of Rn, it is true that:

 |〈 x, y 〉 |2 ≤〈 x, x 〉 · 〈 y, y 〉, when 〈 . , .〉 is the inner product also known
as dot product.

 The case of equality is present only in the case where the vectors
x and y are a linked family. This means that equality holds only
when x and y are linearly dependent.

This is especially the second property that interests us because
it will allow us to sort the vectors according to this criterion. Sort
the vectors according to their linear dependence is more inter
esting because if two vectors are collinear, then we can create a
package that will cover the repair of two cases. There is a corre
lation between the collinear state vectors and the similarity of the
components subject to change in the associated packages. So for the
considered states of failures, the repair parts will be exchanged for
equivalent. It is possible and easy to calculate since it only works
with integers (an integer number of components is changed). To
simplify calculations in our algorithm, we took the square inequal
ity using the fact that the scalar product of a vector with itself is
equal to the squared norm:

|〈x, y〉|2 ≤ ||x||2 · ||y||2

Therefore, we started to define the structure of the algorithm
and so we describe its five steps in the following decomposition:

1. Definition of a set of state vectors xi, 1≤ i≤n.
2. Calculating 〈xi, xi〉 and stock results in a table.
3. Calculating 〈xi, xj〉 (i /= j) and comparison of the two members of

the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
4. Accounts of similar failure states.
5. Loop until it is useful to make comparisons (and avoid duplica

tion that would distort the data).

4. Illustrative description of the functioning of the

suggested technical solution

It is believed that the study focuses on a product with six com
ponents and we have five vectors from the EF. Note that, in order
to reduce computational complexity, we assume these two fixed



Fig. 6. Directions of reasoning processing.

numbers. This is to simplify the example. The number “1” in the
last scalar component of each vector is one that is used to count the
number of similar status.

Table D

V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
V2 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)
V3 = (2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 1)
V4 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)
V5 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

 Calculation of scalar products of the form 〈Vi, Vi〉: the following
table T =

〈V1, V1〉 〈V2, V2〉 〈V3, V3〉 〈V4, V4〉 〈V5, V5〉

4 3 16 4 4

 First global iteration:

〈V1, V2〉2 = 1 and 〈V1, V1〉 × 〈V2, V2〉 = 12

The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality is true but we are not in the
case of equality, so we move on to the next iteration.

The order of the following iterations: the gray boxes are not cal
culated because it would be redundant calculations and that would
only increase the running time of the algorithm.

The iterations are done from the top lefthand side of the table
to the bottom righthand corner of the table. The calculation is
made between any couple of elements in the given vectors set.
The processing may involves an important computational time
and storage, because the procedures used must make many loop
through for each level in the treatment.

Iterations are performed starting from the top left of the table
but skipping the first that is redundant. Then, the next calculation
is performed in the direction 1 and when you get to the end of the
line, it moves to the next line and the iterations are repeated in the
direction 1 and so on (Fig. 6).

Results obtained in this example and interpretation

〈V1, V2〉2 = 64 and 〈V1, V1〉 × 〈V3, V3〉 = 4 × 16 = 64

As is the case of equality, then we need the recognition to clarify
the accounting. The vectors 1 and 3 are then changed as follows
since the accounting is done in the last vector.

V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)
V3 = (2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2)

〈V1, V4〉2 = 4 and 〈V1, V1〉 × 〈V4, V4〉 = 4 × 4 = 16 (no accounting)

〈V1, V5〉2 = 16 and 〈V1, V1〉 × 〈V5, V5〉 = 4 × 16 = 16 (no accounting)

V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)
V5 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

No change since the last component V1 is zero. We therefore
proceed to the second line:

〈V2, V3〉2 = 4 and 〈V2, V2〉 × 〈V3, V3〉 = 3 × 16 = 48 (no accounting)

〈V2, V4〉2 = 8 and 〈V2, V2〉 × 〈V4, V4〉 = 3 × 4 = 12 (no accounting)

〈V2, V5〉2 = 1 and 〈V2, V2〉 × 〈V5, V5〉 = 3 × 4 = 12 (no accounting)

〈V3, V4〉2 = 16 and 〈V3, V3〉 × 〈V4, V4〉 = 16 × 4 = 64 (no accounting)

〈V3, V5〉2 = 64 and 〈V3, V3〉 × 〈V5, V5〉 = 16 × 4 = 64 (accounting)

V3 = (2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 0)
V5 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3)

〈V4, V5〉2 = 4 and 〈V4, V4〉 × 〈V5, V5〉 = 4 × 4 = 16 (no accounting)

Final result:

V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)
V2 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)
V3 = (2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 0)
V4 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)
V5 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3)

Interpretation:
We can then see that there are three cases of similar failures

(V1, V3 and V5) and the other one has two different states that have
occurred once each. This method has advantages because it takes
into account the case of symmetric faults. Here, we create three
types of packages repairs:

 The first comprises the necessary repairs to the states represented
by V1, V3 and V5 because they are parallel or one of the vectors’
magnitudes are zero, in a geometrical sense. So it is sufficient
to charge the package that corresponds to one failure for the
determination of the two others.

 A second and third respectively for the states represented by V2
and V4.

For example one can imagine a symmetric product and in an
explosion, this product is totally damaged (both sides) or partially
(one). The use of this algorithm would take into account these cases
to gather.

In the considered context of railway industry, the maintenance
service considers that packages are sufficiently distinctive in the
repair scenarios that a linear combination of two dissimilar pack
ages should be processed as a suitable aggregation of different
group of actions. In each case, the group of actions is structured
into a timeframe according to technical, organizational and finan
cial considerations. However, a linear combination of established
packages gives an interesting indication of the combination of well
identified group of actions and provides a rapid evaluation of the
needed maintenance with clear controlled references. In this per
spective, the linear combination of packages is advantageous to



improve the maintenance service by specifying flexible environ
ment and options.

In the considered enterprise that delivers the comprehensive
variety of products and services in the railway industry, the catalogs
are organized in a hierarchic way, in treelike aspect with families
and subfamilies. The leading family of distributed maintenance
services is the Parts Repair/Overhaul Catalog that includes the fol
lowing: Bogies, Power modules, Tractions motors, Switchgears,
Traction Drive, Control Electronics, and Auxiliaries. Each Catalog
Parts family comprises different select product lines. Particularly,
the Motor contains a set of product lines: Metro, Tramway, Locomo
tives, Multiples Units, Double Deck, High Speed Trains, Very High
Speed Trains and Tram Trains. After the diagnosis, it is established
the scope of different kinds of repairs (light, medium and heavy
repairs) with the lead time, the warranty duration for the repair
and the date of repair offer validity.

5. Conclusion and related works

In this document, we describe an approach using continuous
improvement mechanisms to enhance the quality of maintenance
services concerning the development of repair packages.

The obtained results with the proposed approach are inter
esting since they match with contextual situations of the target
railway industry. We may include other reasoning mechanisms for
knowledge exploitation from experience feedback in maintenance
services if necessary. The described reasoning steps could certainly
be improved, taking into account the plans that are not fully equiv
alent (but with one different component). One might also think to
optimize the computation time of the algorithm.

Creating repair packages could be an added value to typi
cal Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system using multiple
components of computer software and hardware to achieve the
integration. ERP allows enterprises to integrate data sources and
processes in a unified system that can assist in activities such as
inventory control, order tracking, customer service, finance and
human resources.

Add a function to calculate generic package as it might be fine
for large companies that cannot afford to make specific packag
ing of all their maintenance services with associated products. In
the context of industrial use, the link with the ERP would quickly
retrieve patterns and automatically derive packages in realtime
from such patterns. Therefore, it can be very useful for the mainte
nance service to have a software system where all the data appear
together and where the indicators get calculated automatically.
In the event of damage to the work, maintenance service will be
able to determine the associate actions in the limited time with a
reasonable cost of repair.

An examination of mediumterm and longterm safeties indi
cates that the maintenance system is characterized by the existence
of a large number of supplementary and separate elements for
traceability. We find these elements in the different parts of the
general process of tracking and archiving process of maintenance
tasks. The interests for traceability are multiple in maintenance
services [22–24]:

• To justify that maintenance actions are carried out in the future
through effective feedback processes, by analysis of critical tasks
and specifying compliance procedures performed.

• To provide the opportunity for structuring and strengthening
relations and networks between collaborative internal and exter
nal professionals in the maintenance sector.

• To reflect the aim of promoting the more systematic attainment
of uniform or at least comparable standards for the certification of

maintenance services, an issue linked to quality assurance, which
is essential to the attainment of advanced practiced principles.

For all these reasons, it is clear that some further studies would
be developed in the industrial maintenance management to treat
open issues (e.g. testability, verification, validation, accreditation
and traceability [25–30]). Thus, we have considered that essential
to clearly delimit the scope of the study, and serious consideration
is being given to the possibilities of development of complementary
approaches for the analysis of maintenance reports and generation
of information for continuous improvement of knowledge about
the quality of services.
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